X‐Ray
Passage
e of electricitty through raarefied gases:

Cathodee ray is a beaam of very high speed eleectrons emitted from thee cathode an
nd move tow
wards
anode.
Propertiies of cathod
de ray:
1. Since it is a beam
m of charged particle wheen passed th
hrough an electric field itt is deviated
d from its
path.
2. Since it is beam of charged paarticle and it is in motion hence it pro
oduces a magnetic field around
a
it
when a beam of cathode ray iss made to pass through a magnetic field it expeeriences a fo
orce and
hence deflected.
3. This rays have an ionizing pow
wer.
X‐ray: X‐‐ray is an eleectromagnettic wave of veery short waave length ranging from 0
0.1A0 ~100A0
Producttion of X‐ray: In a discharrge tube two
o electrodes cathode and
d anode are ttaken. A smaall piece
of material having high atomic number
n
and high
h meltingg point is used as target aand is embed
dded on
the anod
de block.

The preessure of ressidual gas iss reduced to
o as low as 10‐5 mm off Hg. On ap
pplying the potential
p
difference 1 KV to 100
1 KV betw
ween the two
o electrodess the high sp
peed electro
ons emitted from
f
the
cathodee strike the taarget and X‐rray is emitted.
Soft X‐raay: X‐rays off comparatively long wavve lengths are known as soft
s X‐rays. SSoft X‐rays arre
produceed when the applied poteential differeence in the lo
ower range between
b
10 K
KV to 30 KV, used for
clinical purpose.
p
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X‐Ray

Hard X‐rray: X‐rays of
o comparativvely short waave length are known as hard X‐rays,, hard X‐rayss are
produceed when high
h potential difference fro
om 50 KV to 100 KV is applied.
Mechan
nism of production of X‐ray: Let us consider a higgh speed eleectron in the cathode rayy , strikes
the targget. Let us co
onsider an atom
a
of the target element and thee electron strikes that attom. The
atom co
onsists of a positively
p
charged nucleu
us round wh
hich electron
ns rotate in ccircular orbitts. These
orbital electrons
e
will have an eleectric field arround them.

The cath
hode ray elecctrons have to
t pass throu
ugh that elecctric field of those orbitaal electrons. When
W
the electron enters into
i
that electric field beeing negative
ely charge is repelled by tthe field and
d hence
the motion of the electron is retarded. Thus as the catho
ode ray electtron approacches the atom
m the
velocity goes on deccreasing and hence the electron loose
es K.E. Thus before strikiing the targe
et atom
hode ray elecctron suffers a tremendo
ous loss in K.EE within a veery short time interval an
nd the
the cath
loss in K.E
K is emitted
d in the form of electro‐m
magnetic rad
diation known as Bremssttrahlung.
X‐ray em
mitted in thiss way is know
wn as continuous X‐ray.
The cath
hode ray eleectron then strikes the target atom
m and deliveers its energy to the ele
ectron to
which it collides. If the electron absorbs thatt energy its energy
e
increases and it o
occupies som
me higher
energy state,
s
creatin
ng a vacancyy in its orbit. The vacancy is soon filled up by jum
mp of electro
ons from
the high
her energy orbit to thaat orbit. Eacch electronicc transition is accompanied by emission of
radiation and these radiations arre known as characteristtic X‐ray.
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Commercial Producttion of X‐rayy by Coolidgee tube : A higghly evacuatted tube havving a pressu
ure up to
‐5
10 mm
m of Hg glass bulb is taken in which a filament F and a coppeer block A serving as cath
hode and
anode are
a kept. Thee filament F is
i heated by passing current through
h it and electtrons emitte
ed. These
electron
ns are acceleerated by ap
pplying a verry high Poten
ntial differen
nce of the o
order of few kilovolts
between
n the cathod
de and the anode.
a
The beam
b
of elecctron on its way
w towardss the anode may get
diverged
d due to mu
utual repulsiion between
n the like ch
harges. This is prevented by using a pair of
focussin
ng cylinder S kept at neegative potential. A smaall piece of target
t
elemeent like Tun
ngsten or
Molybdeenum havingg high atomic no and meelting point is embedded
d in the copp
per block. The copper
0
block is so arranged that the rayy strikes the target
t
at an angle
a
of 45 and X‐ray is emitted.
When th
he cathode ray
r electron strike
s
the target only 0.2
2% of the inccident energyy is converte
ed into X‐
ray and the rest is wasted
w
and produces
p
treemendous am
mount of heeat energy. TThe heat pro
oduced is
removed
d by passing a coolant likke liquid air through
t
the fins surrounding the ano
ode assemblyy.
Propertiies of X‐ray : X‐ray is an electromagn
e
netic wave. Itt is not a beaam of chargeed particle.
1. Being an electrom
magnetic wavve a beam off X‐ray is not deflected byy an electric or magneticc field.
2. X‐ray has penetrating power
3. X‐ray has ionising power
4. X‐ray affects phottographic plaate
Uses: Clinical and ind
dustrial use (to find struccture of crystals and faullts in metal)
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